Due to system deficiencies, the ethylene industry company of Sinopec Maoming Company, water purification plant mud scraper often led to transmission chain pulled off. In cognizance of this phenomenon, this paper presents a new control method which improved start method and off-chain automatic monitoring system by the inverter, the reliability and stability of system greatly improved. Practice has proved that the design fully meet the predicted requirements.
INTRODUCTION
In the past, the ethylene industry company of Sinopec Maoming Company, water purification plant mud scraper using relay -contactor control [1] , because the motor start-up time is short, the transmission chain is by the pulling force of step response and the load is often relatively large, the drive chain are easily pulled off [2] . On the other hand, when the drive chain work, because often after the chain out of the sprocket, the motor continues to run, resulting in the transmission chain pulled off and make equipment downtime and maintenance [3] . Therefore, it is great value to the reconstruction design of the device.
THE OVERALL SCHEME DESIGN OF THE SYSTEM

Motor Starting Control
The original parameters of the motor system: model: explosion-proof YB2-_______________________ Dongkai Qiao, Chonglin Huang, Yingjun Chen. College of Mechanical and Electrical Engineering, Guangdong University of Petrochemical Technology, Guangdong, China 100L1-4-2.2, rated power P N = 2.2KW, number of pole pairs P = 2, rated voltage U N = 380V、rated speed n N = 1420r/min. Due to the current system start with full pressure start, when the motor start, motor starting current is large, usually fiveseven times of the rated current, and its starting torque is very small by the effect of power factors [4] . Transmission chain is dragged by a step input torque, and the load changes on the blade is relatively large, so transmission chain, subjected to impact torque, often leads to the accident of chain scission [5] .
Monitoring and Control of Off the Chain
When the system is in start-up or run-time in the case of phenomenon of the chain out of the sprocket occurs, this design uses inductive proximity switch to detect fell chain. Taking the actual situation into consideration, Inductive proximity switch should have a certain distance to face away from the drive chain. So this design selects the largest underwater sensing distance proximity switch, model 3RG4648-3AN11, produced by SIEMENS. Its sensing distance is 35 millimeter, uses M12 connector and exports PNP switching signal [6] [7] . The system has two transmission chains, a total of eight sprockets, and the chain of horizontal position is 30 meters long, which is easy to take off the chain. Because the chain of vertical position is only 5 meters and in the vertical position, the chain is not easy to take off, this design uses four proximity switches, which is put in the horizontal entrance along with the direction of transmission chain. Whether the driving wheel or wheels are driven off the chain, systems are able to detect and stop immediately, which protects the drive chain not to be broken. Proximity switch arrangement is shown in Figure 1 . In figure 1, SQ1: Proximity switch on the southwest location; SQ2: Proximity switch on the northwest location; SQ3: Proximity switch in position for southeast location; SQ4: Proximity switch in position for the northeast location. Two transmission chain of the system run synchronously ,respectively along with the sprockets1,2,3,4 and 1, 5, 2, 6, 3, 7, 4, 8 are four synchronized drive chain wheel of the system. Off the chain monitoring circuit is shown in Figure 2 . When one of SQ1~SQ4 proximity switch monitors off the chain, the corresponding output relay K5 will be energized, thereby cutting off the entire control loop to make motor be power outage shut down, and protecting the chain not to be broken. 
The Motor Start-stop Control
Electrical control principle of the system is shown in Figure 3 . There are several ways to control the system. 1) Chain monitoring system and status of the motor simultaneously operating. If supplying power to the entire system, when there is no off the chain, the proximity switch detects the corresponding chain, and output relay K5 of detection system is energized, its normally open contact closes. When you press the SB1, coil of KM1, KM3 and KT is energized at the same time and self-locking, main contact of KM1, KM3 is closed, and a three-phase power supply to the motor by inverter. Because the parameters of the inverter has set , the system remains a great torque to start slowly, and after 15 seconds the motor speed will reach 1420r / m around. After reaching a setting time, the normally open contact of the KT closes and applies voltage to KM2 coil, KM2 normally open auxiliary contact is closed and selflocking, KM2 normally closed auxiliary contacts disconnect, resects KM1, KM3 coil and KT coil, the drive is removed while KM2 main contact is closed, which make it no longer use the inverter after the successful launch of the system, thereby protecting the inverter. If wanting the system to stop, when pressing the button SB2, KM2 coil is de-energized, its main contacts open to cutoff the three-phase power and Motor shuts down.
2) The motor does not work and the monitoring system works alone. At this point as long as the power complex S1 button of monitoring system is pressed, power transmission to the monitoring circuit enables the monitoring system be in working condition, you can see whether the chain and sprocket meshes properly from the corresponding indicator without starting motor.
3) The monitoring system is not working, the motor can work alone. At this point as long as the composite button S1 of monitoring system is in normal, normally open contacts K5 are shorted. When you press the start button SB1, the system starts and press the button SB2, it stops. With this state, the transmission chain is still used in the normal position suitable for a failure of monitoring circuit; otherwise it will cause unnecessary downtime.
The Design of the Control Box Operation Panel
The design of the field control box operation panel is shown in Figure 4 . When the total gate is closed, after supplying power transmission for the entire system, if presses composite switch S1 of the monitoring system, then can see whether the current position of the chain is normal from the lights on the control cabinet. If the chain is off, the corresponding position indicator does not light and other lights work as usual, so it's easy to know whether the system works normal. The system can also make the complex button switch S1 of the monitoring system be in normal to cut off the monitoring circuit and make the push system work. The starting and stopping buttons of motor are with HLS, thus it is easy to see the state of the system on the control panel. 
CONCLUSIONS
After electrical transformation of the original system by inductive proximity switches and inverter [8] , makes speed control of scraper's system be simple and reliable, and the impact is small, operates smoothly and reliably. Coupled with assurance measures on the mechanical aspects, makes the failure rate of the system greatly reduce. After the ethylene industry company of Sinopec Maoming Company, water purification plant in July 2014 applies this technique to modify the equipment, there has never a failure, quality of product gains assurance, work efficiency is improved by more than three times and the processing costs are dropped substantially, which has been welcomed by production personnel.
